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T

he lackluster economic activity is indicating signs
of rejuvenation in FY14; agriculture production
will play a significant role in continuing economic stimulation in FY15, with the Large Scale
Manufacturing (LSM) sector expected to continue being mired by prevailing energy issues and capacity
constraints. The economy will also have to cope with lower
domestic and international prices and slower exports growth
prospects in the textile sector.
Trade deficit is a concern on the balance-of-payments front,
along with declining private capital inflows and foreign direct
investments – an area in which the issuance of dollar-denominated
Eurobond/Sukuks can provide much-needed economic relief.
The recent IMF Review meeting has resulted in the expectation of
the realization of USD 1.1 billion payment in the first half of
December 2014. This, in addition to the issuance of USD 500
million Sukuk bonds in this month, is expected to increase foreign
exchange reserves to USD 15 billion.
International oil prices have demonstrated a decline; this
trajectory revision has been awaited for long and heralds a
fortuitous reduction in the imports bill – an occurrence that
would have been excellent for the trade position had it not been
for the ailing exports segment.
Our exports have been struggling and need to be revived in
order to complement the positive developments of imports
curtailment. Implementation of initiatives and policies to
boost Pakistan’s exports must be directed at product/service
development and enhancement, as well as market optimization /expansion. Within product development, enhancing
value addition of traditional exports through calculated
investment, well-directed Research & Development and
modern technology is of paramount importance. Talent/skill
development through vocational education and dedicated
institutions for counseling and training can also make a vast
difference by attracting and harnessing a synergetic talent
pool.

traditional export markets such as US & EU, where slow
growth in demand can be witnessed and further projected. It is
therefore a natural choice to penetrate opportunities in Russia,
Africa and Asian markets such as China and India.
Duty-free access to European markets, made possible by the
GSP Plus status awarded to Pakistan earlier, boosted textile
garment exports by approximately 31% within the first two
months of the Status coming into effect. Trade concessions
through the GSP Plus status will benefit the country’s textile
industry the most by providing it with competitive stamina
against regional rivals Bangladesh and Sri Lanka, which already
possess duty-free access to the European Union.
Leather and carpet manufacturers have also benefited from
the GSP Plus with an increasing share in the European market,
and shipments growing by 15.20 percent & 12.79 percent in
January & February 2014 alone.
As per projections, this trade preference scheme will continue to benefit our export flow of trade. The GSP Plus will result
in almost 20 percent of Pakistan’s exports entering the EU
market at zero tariffs, in addition to 70 percent of the exports
entering the subject market at preferential tariff rates.
It is important to note, however, that preferential trade
status and concessions, while being a great advantage without
any doubt, should not give us any sense of complacency.
Exports are not going to augment in any sustainable manner
through preferential access. As mentioned before, sustainable
development of our exports portfolio will come through
superior products targeted at diverse and well-selected markets.

Stimulation of SMEs will go a long way in boosting economic
activity. Financial focus and access to credit, when extended to
small and medium enterprises, has proven to boost economic
productivity, which can be reasonably expected to translate into
greater export of products. China is an excellent case study of
transformative economic growth being sustainably enjoyed
through a dedicated focus on SMEs – a model that Bangladesh
is keenly following.
With reference to exports market optimization and development, it is time to take stock of the demand realities of our

Sirajuddin Aziz
Editor-in-Chief
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Marketing of

Financial Services
By Dr. S. Sabir A. Jaffery

A major problem related to marketing of financial services as opposed to
marketing of tangible products is that services are not physical being. They are
abstract in nature, solely conceptual and metaphysical. Unlike goods, these can
neither be touched nor tasted nor stored nor purchased in bulk.

C

ertain writers claim that financial services also
include some tangible items, such as, statements
of accounts, cheque books, debit/credit vouchers
and so on. The claim, however, does not carry any
substance. The items quoted here are not ‘service’
in themselves. What constitutes service and determines its
quality is how regularly statements of accounts are made available to the customers, how promptly cheques are collected or
paid, how quickly and accurately vouchers are made and
released.
No doubt certain services are time consuming, such as,
advances against mortgage of immovable property or ascertaining credit worthiness of a tentative customer proposing to
establish a letter of credit. The decision-making process in such
cases is lengthy. It is the role of personnel handling such cases

on which satisfaction or dissatisfaction of customers depend.
This intangible nature of services coupled with their other
characteristics makes all the difference. Resultantly, marketers
of financial services face challenges which are alien to the
marketers of tangible products.
CHARACTERISTICS OF SERVICES
The typical characteristics of services that distinguish them
from tangible goods are:
Simultaneity - Services are created simultaneously when they
are needed and used while tangible goods are produced well
before they are put on sale. Moreover, marketing and sale of
financial services are usually undertaken by the same individual

“RESULTANTLY,

MARKETERS OF
FINANCIAL
SERVICES FACE
CHALLENGES
WHICH ARE ALIEN
TO THE MARKETERS OF TANGIBLE
PRODUCTS.“
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simultaneously. A bank official operating
in the field serves both as marketer and
salesman of the services offered by his
bank.
Heterogeneity - Despite the fact that all
the banks render same services, the
quality of service rendered varies from
bank to bank. As against this, quality of,
say a particular brand of toothpaste put
on sale at different retail outlets, is exactly the same. Quality or the standard of
service, however, depends upon the
individual or team of individuals who
render the service. Since these individuals represent the bank, the quality of
service rendered by them is assigned to
the bank to which they belong.
Intangibility - Since services are intangible, it is the quality of service alone that
determines the level of satisfaction of
customers.
Perishability - Financial services cannot
be stored or carried forward. They are
time constraint i.e. they are not generally
available after declared business hours.
In the wake of the above analysis of
services, it can be concluded that selling
of financial service is far more complex
than selling of tangible products.
SELLING OF FINANCIAL SERVICES
A good service in the hands of a poorly
trained salesman fails to attract a
customer. Identically, a most proficient
salesman cannot push the sale of a
shabbily designed and highly priced
service. Hence, for the sale of a financial
service to be successful, selling efforts
are needed to be made in a highly
systematic and organized manner by
well-trained sales force.
CHARACTERISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL
SALESPERSON
There is a long list of traits usually
attributed to a bank official assigned to
sell the services of the bank. But,
ironically, all those individuals who
possess these qualities are not successful
salespersons. Likewise, all the successful
salesmen do not necessarily possess all
these qualities. Undisputedly, however,
personality, in depth knowledge of the
services offered and the selling skills
enrich the performance of
a
salesperson.

Personality: The personality of a
successful salesman consists of inter alia,
self-confidence, intelligence, hard work,
impressive communication skills and
ability to get along smoothly with antagonism. Experts have recommended two
more qualities - empathy and ego drive,
for superior salespersons.
Self-Confidence: The demarcation line
between self - confidence and over-confidence is very thin, which is sometimes
unintentionally crossed. A sales - person
suffering from over-confidence becomes
stubborn in his behaviour during interaction with others, particularly in dealing with
disgusted customers. Thus, self-confidence
coupled with self-control only yields
positive results.
Intelligence: Intelligence is another
prerequisite for meeting any challenge.
Salespersons have to counter the hostile
activities of competitors operating in the
same market without jeopardizing their
own interest. This is practicable only
with above average intelligent retaliation.
Hard work: It is the basic need of any
daring enterprise and has no substitute
either. Its importance, therefore, cannot
be overemphasized.
Communication Skill: Effective
communication alone makes the message
go. It does wonders in wining over a
reluctant tentative customer, particularly
in the wake of fierce competition.
AIDAS: AIDAS is aide-memoire for
effective communication process model
that tends to generate sales. It is elaborated
as follows:
• Gain prospective customer’s
attention
• Arouse his interest
• Stimulate desire for the product
• Get on the buying action
• Create satisfaction in the deal

A
I
D
A
S

Ability to get along with antagonism:
A dynamic salesperson has to face many
vulnerable situations which can successfully
be met with prudence, patience, perseverance and planning. Without these
attributes no salesman can survive in a
volatile competitive market.
Empathy: This is the capability of
identifying oneself mentally with anoth-

er, i.e. the customer and comprehending
and sharing his feelings. An officer who
is capable to read customer’s mind is
infallibly competent to differentiate
between a desirable and an unwanted
customer.
Ego Drive: It means the intense
desire to accomplish a sale transaction
for the sake of sale itself and not merely
for monetary gains.
KNOWLEDGE OF THE SERVICES
OFFERED
The bank officials operating in the field
are supposed to know anything and
everything about the services they offer.
A potential customer, practically being in
business for long and having held
detailed discussions with other banks
also is supposed to be aware of the
minutest detail of the business deal he is
negotiating. The bank official on the
other side of the table should be ahead
of him in the knowledge of the subject
at discussion. On-the-job exhaustive
training can provide proficiency in this
area of knowledge.
At times, lack of sufficient knowledge may have unfavourable repercussions. A glaring example of such mishap
can be witnessed at accounts opening
desk of banks.
Opening of account is the first step
where a tentative customer comes in
contact with the bank. This is the point at
which the customer gets first impression
about the bank which normally lasts
long. Usually banks underestimate the
significance of this position and assign
most junior officers or even probationary
officers on it who can’t face shrewd
businessmen. While what is needed is
that an experienced officer who is well
versed to answer the expected queries by
an incoming customer should receive
him in the bank as a potential customer.
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SELLING SKILLS
Selling as a branch of knowledge is a
recent addition in the banking operations. With the increase in the range of
services offered by a modern bank,
exhaustive training covering both ‘selling
skills training’ and ‘product knowledge
training’ have become all the more necessary. Further, since majority of bank
personnel are not “born sales persons”,
they have to be trained and groomed as
salespersons to gain proficiency in all the
relevant areas of banks’ activities.
Selling vis-à-vis Marketing: Selling
is finding customers for what one has;
marketing is making sure one has what
customers want. In view of this, banks
have to ensure that marketing ethos
pervade throughout their operational
mechanism and thus creates and
develops an all-round marketing
culture.

“TO WIN OVER A
POTENTIAL CUTOMER IS PRETTY DIFFICULTBUT TO RETAIN
AN EXISTING ONE IS
REALLY CHALLENGING.

• the bank - bank’s market share and
promotion and pricing policies
vis-à-vis the competitors’. Meaningful
market research can help achieve these
objectives creditably.

• New sales opportunities - Market research
will serve this purpose.

“ The more services a

Customer uses, the less likely
it is for him to change the
bank. This helps retain a
Customer for many more”
8

•

Once the program has been designed
and target group of staff is identified,
the training would commence.

•

Result of training will be assessed
periodically from the feedback as to
the performance received from the
branches.

“

RETENTION OF CUSTOMERS

• the customer - This means that the
marketer / salesman should have
first-hand knowledge of customer’s
needs, his buying behaviour and his
problems, if any. With this knowledge
in hand, he will be well equipped to
win over the tentative customer and
also to retain the existing customer.

• the competitors - up to date knowledge
of their market shares and sales
policies. Market research should serve
this purpose adequately.

• The difference between the desired
and the existing levels of knowledge
will be worked out and training
program will be chalked out to meet
this requirement.

• Refresher courses may also be needed
at times.

Sales skills training program
should acquaint the salespersons at
least with the knowledge of:

• the product - Exhaustive Product
Knowledge Training Program is the
answer.

fied and its existing knowledge about
salesmanship will be assessed.

SALES TRAINING PROGRAM
As stated earlier, bankers are not born
salesmen. They have to be trained for
this purpose. A comprehensive training
program has to pass through the following stages:
• To begin with, training objective will
be set keeping in view the future
development plan of the bank.
• Desired level of knowledge commensurate with the objective will be
prescribed.
• Target group of staff will be identi-
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To win over a potential customer is
pretty difficult but to retain an
existing one is really challenging. It
is a matter of common experience
that during the last week of December every year heavy deposits are
secured by bank staff to meet their
targets under the bank’s development
program. These deposits remain with the
bank hardly for a fortnight or for a
month. Banks also connive at this
‘window dressing’ practice because they
get sufficient support to artificially inflate
their balance sheets. In any case, this is not
a healthy practice
.
In order to retain a valued customer for
long, which indeed is vital, many more
services have to be offered to him at
competitive cost. The more services a
customer uses, the less likely it is for him
to change the bank. This helps retain a
customer for many more profitable years.
It is a banker’s prime duty to make his
customers feel that their decision of
selecting his bank was most appropriate.
If the bank commits an error, these
should be rectified immediately as detected and an apology is offered to the
aggrieved customer. If the mistakes are
not rectified promptly, the customer
might feel disgusted. A vigilant banker
ought to know that one disgruntled
customer causes more damage than what
other one hundred customers may
regain.

l & Professional
Global Development
Perspective

BITCOIN
An Emerging Trend in the Digital World

By Saddam Siddiqui

Cryptocurrencies ( Crypto Currencies) are a subset of alternative-currencies or
Digital-currencies. They are produced by Cryptocurrency system collectively,
at a predefined and publically known rate. The first Cryptocurrency was BitCoin
which was created in 2009.
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The Importance of

SME STIMULATION
Dubai Case Study
By Nida Naqvi

Globally, SMEs are playing a high profile role in
engendering a quality of growth in emerging
economies which is diverse, equitable, sustainable
and fast-moving. In developed markets, SMEs
are the backbone of national economy. In
developing markets, with the right kind of
incentives for SME growth, they are forming
the foundation to support long-term economic
growth.

10
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W

hen SME growth is encouraged, the benefits can be
realized relatively quickly.
Returns on capital for SMEs can be
approximately 20-30% per month,
(which is typically higher than interest
rates), thereby increasing output, profits
and value-add, which harmonize to create
an overall positive effect on GDP. Further,
if taxed appropriately, the government
revenue increases. From a macroeconomic
perspective, a strong SME sector
diversifies the economy, which fortifies
the country’s ability to withstand fluctuations and crises on the
international scale. 1
Most significantly, when SMEs are
encouraged, it leads to a quality of growth
with the right kind of composition,
spread, distribution and sustainability. 2
In the previous article, I observed that an
active SME sector can embolden the
socio-political landscape by democratizing
economic and social life and promoting
social cohesion.
We can look at the examples of other
emerging markets, which have tapped
into their SME potential and shown
positive results, in order to determine the
types of policies which would embolden
SME growth at home.
One such example is Dubai, which is
making a well-heeled recovery from its
downturn in 2009 and showing a growth
rate of 4.7% in 2014. SMEs account for
95% of all businesses in Dubai. Dubai’s
positive growth outlook is reflected in the
Dubai SME Q32013 Quarterly Pulse,
which shows a strong business confidence
index reading of 127.2 for Dubai’s SMEs.
95% of businesses expect either an
increase or no change in the volume of
sales in the next quarter. Overall, 65% of
the companies in the sample reported no
hindrances to their business operations
this quarter. 3
In Emirates, access to finance remains
the main barrier to SME growth.
According to the 2013 Dubai SME
Survey, where approximately 80% of
SMEs indicated that personal savings
were the main source of finance for
initiating their business operations in

Dubai. Moreover, only 23% of Dubai
SMEs said that they have accessed bank
finance in the last five years.
A new law (Federal Law No. 2 of
2014) aims to address the financing
shortfall and also build the general
regulatory framework for SMEs. Reports
indicate that officials began drafting
SME-friendly laws in 2009, after the
economic crisis, modeling the laws after
similar legislations in South Korea,
Singapore, and Sweden.
The operational provisions of the law
provide incentives to SMEs while the
institutional factor is a dedicated council
which will be responsible for overseeing
and formulating the policy over time.
Incentives include mandated SME
business from federal authorities and
ministries, which must contract at least 10
percent of their procurement budget for
purchasing, servicing and consulting
SMEs. Government-related firms, defined
as having an interest of over 25% by the
federal government, are required to
ensure at least 5 percent of contracts with
SMEs.
The most significant financing
incentive is Emirates Development Bank,
which is a sovereign lending body holding
AED 10 billion in capital and has been
brought in as an SME partner, having to
dedicate at least 10 percent of its loans to
SMEs. Commercial banks will also be
stimulated to lend more to SMEs through
the assistance of the Central Bank, which
will issue technical guidelines on lending.
Business owners will also benefit from
land grants for industrial or agricultural
purposes and receive support for
promoting their companies at exhibitions
around the world. It is important to note
that the definition of SME under the law
has been drafted in a way which requires
ownership by a UAE national or a company owned by UAE nationals.
Other incentives include exemptions
from certain custom duties, reduced
licensing costs, and assistance regarding
other regulatory hurdles which may
prevent SMEs from starting up.

According to the
2013 Dubai SME Survey,
where approximately
80% of SMEs indicated
that personal savings
were the main source
of finance for initiating
their business operations
in Dubai. Moreover, only
23% of Dubai SMEs said
that they have accessed
bank finance in the last
five years.”

Overall, the law represents the
acknowledgement
by
the
UAE
government that SME growth is crucial to
overall economic growth and is part and
parcel of an overall development plan. It
represents a broad-based effort at stimulating the SME sector through a variety
of channels.
Those countries that are not doing well
in their SME sector can look at this law,
along with similar plans implemented in
countries such as China, Japan, South
Korea, India and Thailand, where SME
growth potential has been tapped into
and the benefits have materialized.
1. Supporting SMEs in Emerging Economies: Impact Investing in Frontier
M a r k e t s , h t t p : / / s o c i a l fi n a n c e . ca/2014/04/25/supporting-smes-in-emerging-economies-infront
(Shafiq, Seher)
2. Comparative analysis of development of
SMEs in developed and developing
countries, The 2012 International Conference on Business and Management,http://www.caal-inteduorg.com/ibs m 2 0 1 2 / e j o u r nal/041SME-ViralMP-Comparative_anal
ysis_of_development.pdf (Pandya, Viral)
3. Emirates NBD: Sector Economics, April
2014: Dubai SME Overview. https://www.emiratesnbd.com/plugins/ResearchD o c s M a n a g e m e n t / Documents/Research/Emirates%20NBD
%20Research%20Dubai%20SMEs%20Ov
erview%2029%20April%202014.pdf
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technically sound employees to carry the
prestigious label of Islamic banking. The
Pakistani Islamic Banking industry, over
the years has developed technical expertise with the ability to conduct training
sessions at various forums. In order to
help establish Islamic banking in other
countries, training and development of
human resources is a necessity. Pakistan
can play a vital role in fulfilling the need
of quality human resource. There are
many distinguished speakers who
regularly participate in national and
international conferences, seminars,
workshops and other platforms.
Eminent scholars conduct Islamic Banking courses at various academic institutes
and provide services for course structuring, curriculum development and testing
services.
Development Of Regulatory Framework And Initiatives From The
Central Bank
The regulatory framework of banking
industry must be technically sound and
Pakistan is one of those few countries,
where central bank has devised a robust
regulatory framework with the support
of Islamic banks. The State Bank of
Pakistan has also established a separate
department to support and monitor
Islamic Banking in the country.
Although, the Islamic banking industry is
just a decade old, its regulatory framework is quite comprehensive which
covers almost all aspects of Islamic
Banking. Specific regulations for Shariah
compliance are one of the major
highlights of SBP along with a separate
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comprehensive Shariah governance
framework for Islamic Banks.
Besides working on the Shariah
compliance framework, the State Bank
has also taken a major initiative by bringing all stake-holders on a single platform
for launching a joint media campaign to
promote the Islamic Banking Industry in
the country.
The Shariah Compliance Framework
at Meezan Bank
Meezan Bank has a separate department
for Shariah compliance known as the
Product Development and Shariah
Compliance (PDSC) department, with
the mandate to ensure Shariah compliance, conduct Shariah Audit of the Bank,
Research for new product development
through innovative ideas, Charity
Management and Shariah Training.
PDSC Department has more than 35
professionals which is a large team for
Shariah compliance across the globe.
Product Structuring & Research (PSR)
The Product Structuring and Research is
the origination point of innovation of
new products and services as per Shariah
guidelines. Various financial products
and services have been developed to
fulfill previously addressed financial
needs of the customers. Besides developing new products, the PSR function also
conducts research in order to refine,
modify and redefine existing financial
products. Providing customized Shariah
compliant financial solutions to Corporate,

Charity
Management

SSB
Coordinatior

Commercial, SME Clients and development of Liquidity management and
treasury related products are highlights
of the PSR function.
Customized Shariah compliant financial needs for all segments of business
are done by analyzing the following:
• Customer’s business cycle
• Tenure (short term or long term)
• Existing alternatives present in the
market
• Rate of financing (fixed or variable)
• Payment flexibility (possibility of early
repayment)
• Tax concerns
• Accounting treatment
• Regulatory aspect
• Risk mitigation measures
• Mode and nature of the Assets
• Basic Shariah Principles
Once the idea and the structure of a
new product are finalized, they are
presented before the Shariah Advisor
who may either approve, decline or
suggest modification in the product.
In cases where the Shariah advisor
may not approve or decline the product
but rather give instructions for the
presentation of the same in the next
Shariah Supervisory Board (SSB)
meeting, the SSB will then take the final
decision on the product.
Shariah Compliance Function (SCF)
The Shariah compliance function has a
broad scope in terms of its involvement
with all departmental functions in the
bank. The basic purpose of SCF is to

Meezan Bank’s Shariah Advisor report
is considered as the most informative
and comprehensive report in the
global Islamic banking industry and
also referred as a benchmark.
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“The importance of SCF can be judged from the
fact that the bank’s management has designated the authority to approve or disapprove any
financing proposal so that nothing is compromised on Shariah principles”
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Banking

Practical Problems on
COMMERCIAL BANKING
and their Solutions
By Dr. Sabir Ali Jaffery
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BANKING

Statutory

REFORMS
in Banking in Pakistan

By Dr. S. Sabir A. Jaffery

Some of the laws that relate to banking operations in
Pakistan suffer with certain anomalies and drawbacks.
These need to be examined critically and amended as
and where required to bring them in harmony with the
entire legal frame work and the banking practices. A
few examples of infirmity, as noted by the author, are
reproduced below which hopefully will receive due
attention.
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”

The debtor and creditor
relationship was formally
recognized in Foley v. Hill,
1848 ”
as he may wish, being the money
borrowed by him from the customers
and lying in his full control, subject
always to his liability to repay the
depositor on demand. Resultantly, this
restrictive clause needs to be given up. In
view of Sec.7 of the BCO also,
specifying functions that a bank may
undertake, the clause “for the purpose
of lending or investment” becomes all
the more redundant and infructuous.
Repayable on Demand:
No amount of deposit is ever repaid
except on demand. Hundreds and
thousands of inoperative accounts lying
in the books of the banks with
substantial balances bear testimony to
this contention.
Generally speaking, demand is made
by way of presenting a cheque for
payment. Occasionally, however, an
account may be debited on receiving a
request
in
writing
from
the
accountholder, other than by drawing a
cheque, say, for issuance of a draft or a
pay order, or for affecting mail or
telegraphic transfers, or for meeting any
other liability of the accountholder. This
is tantamount to making of demand.
Thus, in any case whatsoever, a demand
seeking repayment, in one form or the
other is always there.
Nevertheless, there seems to be one
exception to this phenomenon when the
bank decides to close an undesirable
account and, after completing necessary
formalities, issues a pay order in favour
of the accountholder for the entire
balance in his account, and mails this pay
order to him (to the accountholder).
However, in this case also, the amount is
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not ‘paid’ in the true sense of the word
until the pay order is presented
demanding payment.
It can be inferred from this analysis
that the words “repayable on demand” in
both these definitions are adequate
enough, and the additional adjoining
words “or otherwise” are simply
redundant.
Moreover, the words “withdrawable
by cheque or otherwise” should also be
self-sufficient. “Draft, order’ as modes
of repayment of the amount of deposit
are totally irrelevant and completely
non-existent, and should, therefore, be
struck off the above two definitions.
Proposed Revised Version of Ss.3 (b)
of NIA & 5(b) of BCO:
Consequent upon the aforesaid
observations, Section 3 and sub-section
3[b (1)] of NIA and Section 5 and
sub-section 5(b) of BCO may be
amended to read as under:
Sec. 3 of NIA and Sec. 5 of BCO:
“’Banking’ means mainly the accepting
of deposits of money from public,
repayable on demand, and withdrawable
by cheque or otherwise, and undertaking
of any or all such other activities as
specified in section 7, sub-section (a)
through (o) of Banking Companies
Ordinance, 1962”
S. 3[b-(1)] of NIA & 5(c) of BCO:
“’Bank’ or ‘banking company’ means
organization of persons, not being
employees of the bank who are not
directly
associated
with
banking

operations, and includes professionals
offering support and supervisory services
to main banking operations, which
transacts the business of banking in
Pakistan"
Section 18 of Negotiable
Instruments Act, 1881
As required under section 18 of NIA, if
the amount undertaken (as in case of
promissory note) or ordered to be paid
(as in case of bill of exchange and
cheque) is stated differently in figures
and in words, the amount stated in words
should be paid, provided that if the
words are ambiguous or uncertain, the
amount may be ascertained by referring
to the figures.
Contrary to this legal provision,
certain schools of thought are of the
opinion that should such situation arise,
lesser of the two amounts should be
paid. Whereas in most of the countries
of the world including Pakistan, payment
of such cheques is refused straightaway.
This practice gains support from section
10 of NIA according to which Payment
in Due Course requires the payment to
be made, inter alia, according to the
apparent tenor of the instrument and
without negligence. Since the tenor is not
“apparent” when the two amounts differ,
and as the payment of such cheque can
not be proved to have been made
‘without negligence’, it shall not be
payment in due course. Resultantly, the
paying bank will be deprived of the legal
protection otherwise available to it.
On top of everything else, the two
different amounts appearing on the same
instrument cannot be a “certain sum of
money” within the meanings of Ss. 4 & 5
of the same Act, with the result that such
instrument shall not be a cheque.
Hence, Section 18, which in its present
form defeats the provisions of two other
important sections of the same Act, and
which also does not conform to the long
established banking practices, should be
suitably amended so as to bring about
harmony between law and practice. The
desired amended version of this section
may be as under:

18. If the amount undertaken or
ordered to be paid is stated differently in
figures and in words on an instrument,
such instrument shall not be deemed to
have been drawn for a certain sum of
money within the meanings of sections 4
and 5.
Section 123-A [2(b)] of NIA
This sub-section requires that the
proceeds of a cheque crossed “account
payee” shall be credited only to the
account of the payee named in the
cheque. As against this, our every day
experience is that cheques drawn payable
in favour of husbands and crossed
‘account payee’ are freely credited into
the joint accounts of husbands and
wives.
In order to make the law more
realistic, and to bring it in conformity
with the banking practices, it will be in
the fitness of things if this sub-section is
suitably amended so that proceeds of
such cheques could also be credited into
the account of the authorized agent of
the payee, and in the joint account in
which one of the joint accountholders is
the payee named thereon.
The proposed revised version of
sub-section 123 A(2) may read as under:

123 A (2) When a cheque is crossed
“account payee”
(a) It shall cease to be negotiable; and
(b) Its proceeds shall be credited into
the account of the payee named
therein, or in the account of his
authorized agent, or in the joint
account in which one of the joint
accountholders is the payee named
therein.
Discharge given by the collecting bank
on the reverse of the cheque, such as,
“payee’s joint account will be credited on
realization” or like, should reflect the
situation.
Section 25 of NIA: Maturity of Bills
and Notes
According to this section, when the
day on which a note or a bill is at
maturity is a public holiday, the
instrument shall be deemed to be due
for payment on the next preceding
business day. This section drawn in
conformity with the English Law and,
without taking note of the conditions
prevailing here, has since been
retained. Our holidays are not well
planned. At times, a holiday in our
country is declared at the last moment,

i.e. at the end of the next preceding
business day, thereby disturbing the
entire schedule of maturity of
commercial papers.
Another example is that of the citing
of moon which is always uncertain and
“appears” on two different days on the
horizon of the same country, causing
massive dislocation in our business
activities.
Moreover, in England also ‘leave’ has
now been classified as ‘public holiday’
and ‘bank holiday’. In the former case,
instrument is payable on the next
preceding business day, while in the later
case, it is made payable on the succeeding business day.
The disaster consequent upon our
holiday culture can be mitigated by
simply
substituting
the
words
“preceding” by “succeeding”, without
causing any damage to any party.
Obviously, these submissions are
neither complete nor final. Quite a
few more such exercises may have to
be undertaken as a result of
continuous review of our legal
framework
with
a
view
to
synchronize it with the demand of
time which is fast changing.
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FEDERAL BUDGET: STABILITY
NOW, RECOVERY LATER?
We believe that the recently announced
budget may not go down well both
economically and politically. Aggressive
tax targets proposed in the budget will
be difficult to achieve as has been the
case in previous years where annual
targets were revised downwards.
Further, additional taxes and reduced
subsidies will test the political strength
of the current government and will be
inflationary. There is some good news
as GDP growth has improved backed by
rebound in industrial sector, stabilization
of foreign exchange rate, and rebuilding
of foreign exchange reserves on the
back of multilateral flows. The overall
theme of Federal Budget 2014-15 is on
fiscal consolidation through limiting
current expenditures and enhancing the
tax base where the focus this year is on
documentation (withholding taxes)and
gradual withdrawal of concessions.
SALIENT FEATURES
For the year 2014-15, the government
envisages GDP growth to increase to
5.1% backed by 44% higher allocation
for total Public Sector Development
Program (PSDP), while keeping annual
inflation in check at 8% compared to
estimate of 8.5% this year. Under
commitment with International Monetary Fund (IMF), the government aims
to curtail budget deficit by 0.9% of
GDP to 4.9% of GDP (PKR1.4tn)
backed by resource pool of PKR4.1tn,
which is 35% higher than budgeted last
year. This includes an ambitious tax
collection target of PKR3.1tn, which is
based on 24% growth in FBR tax
revenues to PKR2.8tn.Out of 6%
higher total expenditure outlay of
PKR4.3tn, the allocation for current
spending has been restricted at
PKR3.1tn, up 7% from current year’s
revised estimate with significant drop in
untargeted subsidies. With only 70%
utilization of budgeted PSDP this year,
the materialization of proposed 44%
increase in total PSDP in coming year
remains doubtful, given ambitious
revenue targets

Figure 1: Fiscal Situation (PKR Billions)
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Figure 2: Medium Term Budgetary Framework
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Figure 3: Fiscal Situation

(In PKR Billions)
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Figure 7 – Tax Revenues
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Figure 5: Tax Revenue Composition 2014-15
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Figure 8: Current Expenditure 2014-15
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Figure 9: Subsidy Allocation

(In PKR Billions)
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Figure 11: Historical Fiscal Deficits (PKR Bn)
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Banking

Quality
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enchmarking serves as a
barometer for progressive
financial institutions to assess
customer’s needs and set
relevant benchmarks in order to retain
and or increase their market share. If a
bank fails to recognize the importance
of benchmarking, it may possibly fall
victim to a dangerous sense of
complacency and false comfort that is
meeting customer’s expectation level
while many of them are contemplating
to consider other options. Banks
which do not seek continuous
improvement through benchmarking
are bound to suffer a dent in their
customer base and sales rapidly and
irreversibly.
What exactly do we benchmark
and how do we set them? We may
divide them into two broad categories,

certain processes that are much better
than ours. Finally, we may consider
benchmarking with companies outside
our industry whose processes can be
adapted to our organization.

delay. At a bank where I once worked,
the standards defined that telephone
calls must be picked up within two
rings and defaulting staff had to pay a
small token penalty.

In other words, benchmarks are
derivatives of the practices, process
targets or service standards set by the
best performing competitors, whether
or not they have been achieved.
Benchmarking tells us how much
harder we have to work in order to
increase our gap or advantage from
the second best player in the market.

Information
technology
has
changed the economics of financial
transactions making the transaction
cost an important benchmark
affecting the future of your bank. A
survey of Internet Banking in the year
2011 by Booz-Allen & Hamilton, a
well - known USA management
consultant firm, showed that the cost
of an average teller transaction is
eight times higher than that of a
typical payment transaction using
the internet. The cost benchmarks
should spur banks to improve
efficiency, cut wastage, and adapt
new technologies to match the
benchmark leader.

It is not difficult to assess whether
we are at par with, above or below
these prevailing market standards. For
instance, loan processing is a major
area for benchmarking for banks
because customers’ expectations are

It is only after benchmarking
that we are able to find out if
we are slow or below par in certain
key processes”
i.e. qualitative and
quantitative
benchmarks. Qualitative benchmarks
are related to processes and
performance goals, i.e. turnaround
time (TAT) which matters to most
customers, rather than
financial
performance like sales, assets and
volumes which matters to the
management. Qualitative benchmarks
make it easier to assess how far you
have gone in closing the gap with the
best players.
The next important question - with
whom do we benchmark? We should
first
benchmark
against
our
competitors or the best performing
financial institutions at local or
international level. Then, affiliates and
subsidiaries which may be following

very high from these products. The
benchmarks here are size of the loan
and corresponding processing time.
An article stated that a certain bank
once released a mid-size consumer
loan within a day. It might not be
possible to replicate this feat on a
regular basis; however, it does give us
a target to aim at.
Tellers and front office services are
other areas where aggressive and
strict standards can be benchmarked.
Certain banks in China for instance
have set a time limit of two minutes for
any current account transaction, six
minutes
for
foreign
currency
transaction. Customers processed
beyond these times were to be paid
(US$: 0.12 cents) for each minute of

Significance of benchmarking can
be gauged from the fact that last year
the UAE’s Bank Federation (UBF),
which has representation of all banks
in UAE, decided to introduce a code of
conduct for all its members, to
regulate service quality. The said code
consists of standards that should be
followed by banks while serving
customers, dealing in interbank
transactions, recruitment, market
conduct, relations with regulators,
etc.
It is only after benchmarking that
we are able to find out if we are slow or
below par in certain key processes. The
perceived gap with the best performer
should be the basis of our continuous
improvement programs and goals.
Even if one is found to be the best in
certain areas, one would still benefit
from knowing how far behind the
second best in the industry is.
It keeps one on a continuous
learning curve which, after all, is the
key to progress.
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BANKING

SMARTER with
SECUR1TY
Ensuring data security is now a key goal for banks,
as Andrew Stone explains in the third of our series
on restoring trust in the industry.
By Andrew Stone
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he widespread damage
wreaked by the Heartbleed
software vulnerability that
emerged in the spring of
2014 was a reminder to the
world of the threats faced by every
organisation with data to protect.
Preventing customer data falling into
the hands of malicious hackers and
fraudsters is fundamental to the trust
between customers and their banks.
Happily, it seems the bug has not
compromised the banks’ security. “The
banks’ systems are robust and have held up
well to comparable external threats over
the years,” says Stephen Bonner, Head of
Information Protection and Business
Resilience, KPMG.
But Heartbleed and vulnerabilities like
it are a concern because they have affected
both computer and some mobile phone
operating systems alike. And it is the retail
banking sector, where
fraudsters try to steal
customer information,
often through malware
and viruses, that has
been the most vulnerable
area in the past.
The rapid rise of
computer banking and,
even more rapidly, of mobile
banking on smartphones
would seem to increase the
risks. Mobile logins exceeded
interne logins last year.
But paradoxically perhaps, far from
creating new vulnerabilities to protect
against, the rapid migration to mobile
banking now underway looks like being a
boon for the banks in security terms and
could even be an invaluable way for the
banks to improve substantially their
standing with customers by giving them
back a sense of control as well as trust.
The fraud figures certainly seem to
suggest there’s good news here. “As more
people are moving to mobile banking, we
are seeing a 20 per cent drop in online
banking fraud from last year to this year,”
says Bonner. “Of course, attackers will
innovate and move on but computing
from a desktop is easier for fraudsters to
target than from a mobile. From an

organised crime point of view, the story is
a very good one.
“The move to mobile has also allowed
banks to reinvent themselves, to start from
scratch and ask what features and capabilities they are looking for. In the early days
we saw some errors but they are good at
monitoring and fixing them rapidly.
Generally they are making the right choices.
“Smartphones offer many ways to
improve security, not least thanks to the
richness of information they provide. For
example, the location capabilities of
smartphones allow the banks to feel
comfortable about who they are talking to.
There are good capabilities being deployed
by banks at the back end too, analysis of
trends and behaviours offering richer
insights into how data theft and fraud
happens and how it can be prevented.

banking grows. A growing number of banks
no longer require customers to login using
the same credentials as for internet banking,
as this often proves lengthy and cumbersome. “This has certainly sped up processes
and we believe it is one of the key reasons
why mobile banking usage has accelerated at
such a pace,” says Olsson in the report.
In the Netherlands and Belgium, a number
of banks allow customers to set daily or
weekly payment limits as part of their app
registration. This enables them to use a PIN
and then carry out transactions without the
need for further authentication or a card
reader.
Convenience, control and security for
the customer and efficiencies for the banks
can also go hand in hand. Enabling users to
block a debit or credit card can save the bank
money and give the customer a sense of
control.

” Innovation in mobile
banking methods and
technologies is abundant
the world over and banks
in the UK and beyond
can learn from each other,
says Niklas Olsson, a Senior
Consultant at Mapa Research,
in a report for e Consultancy.

Educating customers and making them
part of the process is happening in other
ways too. “More and more banks communicate
with customers via text message or push
notifications to confirm sensitive tasks and
keep customers up-toof date on the latest
developments,” says Olsson. “This brings
customers closer to their finances and
enables them to quickly take action.

Giving customers a sense of control
over their data security is emerging as a
powerful incentive for them. Olsson
cites New Zealand’s [my]bank, which
allows customers to personalise the level
of functionality available in its banking
app depending on their security preferences
such as password and PIN, and the option
to use two-factor authentication or not.
Balancing security with ease of use is
becoming a key consideration as smartphone

” Biometrics is another emerging means of
verifying customers and protecting their data
from prying eyes. And it seems retail customers
are eager to try it. Ericsson’s “10 hot consumer
trends 2014’” report revealed that 52 per cent
of smartphone users want to use their
fingerprint instead of passwords. Biometric
options are coming on a range toof
smartphones, including the iPhone 5 and
Samsung’s new Galaxy 5 (although,
worryingly, the latter’s fingerprint reader was
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being
of proud
the way
of they
the way they
protect themselves,
protect themselves,
and in the
and process
in the process
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customers.
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from
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need to
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working
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working well.
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culture,
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should have
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right processes
to protectto their
protect
data.their known
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their
their
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to see what
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of where
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whistleblower
the whistleblower
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process they
process
needthey
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need to implement.
It’s not It’s This
not article This
the magazine
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the Chartered
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Chartered
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Banker Institute
“They also“They
need also
to make
need staff
to make
feel they
staff feelscary.
they If banks
scary. can
If banks
understand
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financial financial
have a stake
haveinasecurity
stake inwith
security
clearwith
ideasclearmarket
ideas riskmarket
they are
risk
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they are
of capable
understandof understandabout roles
aboutandroles
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and ingand
data security
ing data
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from risks
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By

Saira

Glancing at Pakistan’s rating universe, it is
observed that the financial sector, particularly commercial banks enjoy higher
ratings. In this article, the author tries to
validate the common observation:
‘BANKS ENJOY HIGHER RATINGS
MYTH OR FACT?

Rizwan

t

un

o
acc

credit

risk

Ratings have two fundamental and unique features which
are used by stakeholders to their benefit. Firstly, they reflect,
and in turn, define credit risk of an underlying entity and
secondly, place the entities on a relative scale to highlight
their positioning for drawing comparisons. Notably, the
Rating Universe comprises of a diversified pool of rated
entities irrespective of their businesses and operating
geographies. There is an extensive list of benefits enjoyed by
rated entities. However, rating’s significance is of paramount
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Pakistan’s banking sector includes 28
commercial banks, both public and
privately owned, categorized into large,
medium and small on the basis of
deposit base. The commercial banks,
when placed on the rating scale with
respect to their outstanding ratings at
end-Jun14, depict that most of them
came in AA (Very Strong) category. On
the other side, all other rated entities
mainly concentrate in A (Strong) category. The trend has been upheld with
banking sector in terms of maintaining
its relative positioning and distance from
other sectors in the past as well.
Expanding our canvas and probing
further, an interesting observation can
be seen. Over the years, there has been a
demonstrated stability in the banks’
ratings.
Taking the discussion ahead, we will
identify and rationalize key reasons to
corroborate the above conclusion:
A SECTOR WITH TACIT MONOPOLY
Banking, among other various economic
businesses, has travelled a long way and
eventually evolved as a mature industry
of today’s world. Presently, in most of
the developing economies including
Pakistan, the sector enjoys stability-led-growth phase as depicted by
sector’s characteristics including:
•
•

•

Products on offer are mainly standardized with established markets
Competition hovers around pricing
offered, volume of transactions and
quality of service
Although the sector has correlation
with economic growth, it is capable of
Considering
sector’s
the
finding
greenthe
pastures
in maturity,
tough times

business risk of banking industry has
come down to fit an equation of medium
risk-return. At the same time, sizeable
profits mitigate the impact of economic
volatility. As a result, the sector has developed a tacit monopoly despite having
number of players.
BANKING – A REGULATED SECTOR
Locally, banking is a highly regulated
sector which is rigorously monitored by
the Central bank – the State Bank of
Pakistan (SBP). The Regulator places
stringent regulations/directives including
guidelines mainly to protect the interests
of depositors. This, while serving the key
purpose, has had a positive impact on
the sector. Banking sector’s standing on
account of high degree of documentation in comparison to other sectors of
economy, its contribution to national
exchequer, provision of business and
trade solutions and rendering employment opportunities at all levels across the
country is considered strong.
Being regulated, the sector enjoys the
following key advantages:
a) Independent Performance Review:
SBP, apart from external auditors,
conducts annual financial and quality
control review including physical inspections to ensure adherence with regulations and guidelines. Along with strong
regulation, monitoring and enforcement
capacity of the SBP, a number of measures have been taken to put best corporate governance practices in the banking
system. ‘Fit and proper’ criteria has been
prescribed for Chief Executives, members of the Boards of Directors and top
management positions.
b) Expanded Business Scope:
Given the inherent nature of banking
business, banking services are not limited
to Pakistan. Catering for export and
import transactions, the banks are
exposed to a wide array of regulations
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It can be concluded that (i) ratings
uniquely capture the relative differences,
both quantitative and qualitative, among
banks despite the fact that they are rated
higher in the rating universe and (ii) the
structural formation of banking sector,
well augmented by an independent and
strong regulator, supports higher ratings
of the sector in the rating universe. This
trend is expected to continue in the
future.

6

10%

4%

e) Documentation Benefits
In terms of maintaining robust data bank
for diversified usage including economic
and emerging trends, performance analysis and evaluation, streamlining processes
and bringing efficiencies to overall
structure and timeliness.

50%

20%

8%

d)Reduced Competition
The Regulator has defined a Minimum
Capital Requirement of PKR 10bln for
any commercial bank operating in
Pakistan. This implicitly creates a barrier
for new entrants, thereby limiting further
competition.

60%

30%

10%

c) Up gradation in Technological
Infrastructure:
Banking technology has been revolutionized in the recent years. Thanks to the
Regulator, which due to its focus to
protect and facilitate the key stakeholder
(depositors) has brought mandatory
reforms through technological infrastructural up gradation. As a result, the quality
of customer service has improved
notably in terms of access to online
banking, internet banking, ATMs, mobile
phone banking and other modes of
facilitation. Added advantages to the
banks include reduction in transaction
costs and enhanced business volumes.

Banks' Rating Transition | FY14 Vs. FY10

40%
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applicable in different geographical
regimes. This gives the sector opportunities to adopt best practices and bring
efficiencies in their operating platform.
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importance in case of banks as they are
trusted with our money – the deposits.
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INTRODUCTION

By Kashif Sohail

Cash still remains the mo
payment instrument, ac
out of every 10 tran
Payments Report, 2011)
European Central Bank
European citizen perfor
transactions annually, co
ing for over 100 billion tr
2013). However, comp
emerging alternative pay
and cash is becoming in
We live in an electronic
cash as a payment instru
costlier and more of a sec
payments in cash is s
according to a survey in G
ers answered that cash
fastest) and consequen
The question that arises
whether the more recen
ments will in time par
eliminate cash usage, or
remain a significant pay
in the future due to its sp

The high end corporate clientele
OF
of any bank, usually consistingASSESSMENT
of
TION
top-tier borrowers is handled by
The table 1 shows data
the Corporate Banking Division
most prominent paymen
euro area, South Africa
of the bank. Like all other segStates of America (U
indicates a substantially h
ments, specialized people,tagged
relative to GDP in the e
compared to other econo
as Relationship Managers are
cash usage rises in line
circulation (average gro
hired to understand and entercash stood at 10.6%
tain the clients’ present needs2002–2011;
as Figure 1). Th
well as emerging banking requirements.
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purchases of goods and services, evidenced
le for the number of commercial bank
by the fact that cash is used more frequenthes (180,639), which did not signifily for transactions of lower value. Cash
change in the period 2006-2010.
The relationship manageusage is strongly linked to way of life, with
ment starts with the underthe place where people usually shop being
lso holds true for the remaining three
standing & assessment
of
particularly important
(e.g. in small shops
ets. The number of ATMs (of which
client’s needs, its business
model,
cash operations are prevalent, while the
USA has the most) grew in all four
product life cycle, industry
dynamics
majority
of payments in department stores
ets during the same period. Due to
and above all, the actual/
genuine
are
made
using payment cards). An increasechnology and economies of scale,
financing requirements.
As someing
number
of purchases are made over the
centres are being established, and
body
said
“A
well
thought-out
probinternet,
which
reduces cash usage, howevcontribute to the greater centralizalem
is
half
solved”.
er
it
should
be
noted
that certain e-tailers
of the cash cycle (counting, sorting
have
also
started
offering
the option of
transport of cash). However, the
Apart
from
purely
quantitative
payment
in
cash
for
goods
and
services. In
er of bank branches is expected to be
turn
gives
evaluation
techniques/
tools
like
ratio
this
case
consumers
pay
in
cash
at a birth
nearby to the hardcore
ximately halved by 2020, in particuaccounts.
Raising
propositions for
sales
outlet
for
the
goods
they
have
bought
analyses ofofthe
financials,
projection of
ue to the centralisation
cash
vanilla
facilities
open-up
the blanket
online.
This
also
allows
individuals
(AGIS, 2012)2.sensitized scenarios, peer group
way
which
may
even
ditch
the low
without
a
payment
card
to
purchase
items
studies, correlation tests with indusleveraged
clients
in
the
long
run like
over
the
internet,
enabling
online
compaUSA representstry
the benchmarks,
largest cashless security cushion
slow-poisoning.
Hence,
it’s
also a
nies
to
reduce
the
number
of
outlets
and
so
calculations
etc., there are some
ent market in the
world (accounting
matter
of
self-accountability
which
an
keep
down
their
operating
costs.
qualitative
40% share infundamental
2009), so it issubjective/
not
RM
should
especially
assume
while
which
should be pondered
sing that this questions
is where the
largest
initiating
a proposal
and structure
of so as to ensure
overtransactions
by each &pereveryFigure
credit1 shows
chain the value
er of electronic
euro
cash
in
circulation
in
the
period
2002
that
the
funds,
if
obtained, will be
n is recorded. member and especially by the
–
2011.
Euro
cash
in
circulation,
since
its
used
for
the
intended
purpose. Strucoriginator i.e. Relationship Manager,
introduction in 2002,
hasand
been
rising
tured
transactional
facilities are
theeuro
initiation
ing demand forbefore
cash in the
area of relationship
constantly, and by thetherefore
end of March
2013
encouraged
and
recomwith the financing
he last decade and
(euro proceeding
cash in circulareached €896.4 billion
(a total keeping
of 15.2 in view the
mended,
proposition:
has more than
tripled in the
billion banknotes). captioned factor in mind.
2013 period) can be mainly attribut-

“

Lending is not an art but
prudent lending is

the growing economy
and private
• Am I internally
convinced
Cash over
usagethe
differs from
one will
country
to bank’s position in
• What
be the
mption, increasedproposition?
demand from
another. Spaniards, Austrians
and
Italians
case of any externality?
esidents (this is the most important
are considered intensive users of cash,
), together with the
reminder
from
Besides using the
whileanalytical
cash is used less frequently in France,
This is an important question on
nancial crisis techniques,
in 20083 that
RMcash
should attune
Finland,himself
and the Netherlands. The Nethermy
list which should be answered,
ns an important
element
of
the
to the use of intuition.
Strong
lands is an
example of a country where the
rn financial system
(according
to
prior
to moving ahead. Some readers
intuition is one of the traits
of aasgood
number
well as the value of cash transacdata the additional
demand
for
cash
may
push
to attach this factor with
RM which he should keep
ondeclined
groom-over the period 2007-2010.
tions
d by the financial
crisis,
in
September
traditional
principles of lending
ing with the passage ofAtime.
Useexplanation
of
possible
for this phenomeOctober 2008, stood at €35 billion).
claiming
that
the recourse of the bank
intuition, in return, not non
onlycould
provides
be the promotion of payment
dition, cash is of key significance for
would
be
towards
card
usage
by
banks,
retailers
and
the those areas like
an insight of the account but also
peration of certain segments of the
Cash-flows,
Capital,
Collateral,
central
bank,
which
consequently
gives the vibes about any unforeseen
my, particularly payments for small
Character
etc.
increased
the
scope
of
card
transactions.
detrimental aspects of the relationship. After satisfying The
the effect
internalof the aforementioned
However,
in view the
campaign
declined in 2010,
meaning keeping
that a
question-marks, if any, one should
certain
associated
risks
while realizcertain
threshold
exists,
up
to
which
move ahead with the proposition,
ing
the
above
factors,
one
may tilt
individuals
consider
it
worthwhile
(are
internally convinced, after accounting
willing)
to
replace
cash
with
payment
towards
finding
some
other
way-out:
for the impact of the offhand factors.
cards. Once this threshold is passed, the
reduction
becomes less
Cash-flows
become negative/
• Will the funds be used
for the in cash •usage
practical or too expensive.
insuffi
cient
for
servicing the debt
intended purpose?
in case of deterioration in the
ADVANTAGES AND
DISADVANfinancial
health of a company.
This question should also be on
TAGES OF CASH USAGE
top of the list while initiating any
• Capital erodes/ dilutes over the
credit proposition. Straight lending
What are the main reasons
people
still if the company is
passage
of time
leads to the misuse of funds which in
most often use cash despite the emergence
of other forms of payment?

■

either incurring persistent losses or
is not used to plough back the
profits.
• Collateral may not be easily realizable in case of economic meltdown
or hard to confiscate in the present
sluggish judicial system.
■
• Character dies with the sponsors in
case of death.

What is the thing which can be relied
upon in case on an externality? The
right answer is commitment. If the
company carries the culture of
commitment
■ from top to bottom i.e.
from sponsors to management team,
then this question or question-mark
could be eliminated to a large extent.
Precisely, the culture of commitment
should have been appearing in the
core values of the company and must
have also pass down to the 2nd
generation & 2nd line management.
This sort of determination would only
keep the company committed to
serve its obligation in every thick and
thin. A good test of this factor could
be the views of the company’s
long-time associated unsecured
creditors.
Conclusively, the above views are
largely inspired by few quotes of
some legendary bankers which in
turn, can also be used in support of
this:
“Credit is nothing but common sense.”

■
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Opinion

CASH DEMAND FACTORS

sense (banknotes and coins), it makes sense
From the ab
to include variables relating to the use of
empirical studie
alternative payment instruments in the
results fail to d
Psychological view of cash usage
analysis, i.e. number of payment cards,
indicators on th
number of traders who accept payment
draw conclusion
Given that sight deposits at a credit institucards, number of ATMs and point of sale
the future of c
tion are a totally liquid instrument, the
(POS) terminals, etc. Econometric
interesting to s
question arises as to why people wish to
s a number of special
analyses have mostly found a negative
coercion or legi
physically hold cash. The psychology of
relationship between payment card usage
the account of a
ower threshold on the
money is a fascinating topic, as many
and
cash
demand,
while
the
results
are
cash transaction
by consumers.
Once
people
express
strong
emotions
on
the
By Brane Bertonce & Laura Godler
slightly more ambiguous in terms of the
t threshold, replacing
question of cash. To some, money is the
effect ATMs have on cash usage. Boeschomost important thing in the world, while
ment instruments no
GREY AND I
ten (1992) studied the impact of various
others despise it or associate it with power,
s it is too expensive or
alternative payment instruments on cash
and the list could go on. All this affects the
tance (such as in the
The term grey ec
Theof future
is
inherently
uncertain
and
question
of what
usage in thethe
Netherlands
and came
to the theof illegal activity
never-ending
discussion
about the
trueunpredictable. Answering
The location
this
that payments
using debit
cards
significance
of money,
and calls
how much
future
for cash
usage
foritan interdisciplinaryconclusion
approach.
Experts
have
beening profit for a p
within which
it isholds
are
negatively
correlated
to
cash
usage
contributes
to
people’s
happiness.
idual depends
mainly
predicting the “cashless society” ever since the introduction of the first payment cards.his/her account,
(ATM withdrawals). Based on data
economic agent
f alternative means of
However, over
50
years
later,
an
assessment
of
the
situation
shows
we areDuca
no and
closeraccepted term “g
derived
from thethat
US economy,
Psychologists have found that cash has a
found a negative
to reachingmuch
thisstronger
stage.
Nevertheless,
years (1995)
the number
of correlacashlessdefine accurately
psychological
impact on over the last 20 Whitesell
tion
between
the
ownership
of
credit
individuals
than
wealth
in
the
form
of
payment, cash
also has instruments has more than doubled, the growing volume of e-businesscards
payment
beingforms of econom
and the volume of cash and cheques
deposits or shares. Interestingly, the power
are at least two
t is often considered
the
driving
force
for
their
increased
frequency.
individuals
held.
The
results
of
the
analyses
of
cash
in
terms
of
its
impact
on
behavioureconomy: (firstl
gets dirty after lengthy
conducted
by
Snellman,
Vesala
and
al
patterns
is
not
defined
by
cultural,
my (a deviation
nterfeits and security
Humphrey
(2001)
based
on
data
gathered
geographical
or
other
factors.
The
impact
blematic. In
substitutPaying by card has become an everyday practice, while e-banking services have become(secondly) illeg
from ten European countries showed a
of cash on an individual’s psychological
operations outsid
lays a prominent role,
increasinglyprocesses
important,
it is not
surprising that the market
share
ofnumber
cash ofusage
negative impact
of the
POS isapplicable regula
is alwayssomainly
positive.
ance is growing all the
terminals
and ATMS on of
the the
volumeoverall
of
falling,on albeit
slowly,
and more
it now
for a declining
proportion
Individuals
start feeling
secure accounts
and
refore constraints
cash
held
by
individuals.
Rinaldi
(2001)
self-confident,
and
get
the
sense
that
they
h are making
cashless
payments structure. The scope of cashless payment is growing worldwide, which The size of th
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depend on the (i) efficiency of the cash
cycle and (ii) cash usage in the future.
Figure 2 shows all four scenarios in terms
of the aforementioned variables.
■ Decline in cash demand. The efficiency
of the cash cycle would be adequate,
however it would not be reflected in
increased cash demand. This scenario is
less likely.
■ Slow substitution of cash with cheaper
payment instruments. The realization of
this scenario would imply stronger
competition between cash and its
cheaper substitutes, which could lead to
gradual elimination (usage reduction) of
cash as a means of payment. This is
unlikely in the near future, so this
scenario is purely long-term.
■ Sustainable growth of cash. This scenario corresponds to increased cash usage as
well as to its greater efficiency in the
future, resulting from appropriate
organisational and social and economic
developments.
It remains to be seen which of the
scenarios will prevail, however it is very
likely that despite fierce competition, cash
will continue to play an essential role due
to its fundamental attributes (acceptability, anonymity, trust, and control).
Given the increase in the number of cash
“competitors”, reduction in the costs of its
production, processing and distribution to
end-consumers will be vital, and this can
be achieved through the use of new
technologies, improving processes, and
through the optimisation of cash inventories, etc. Innovations will most likely
benefit cash usage, as they increase its
accessibility and expand its availability in
addition to improving its efficiency and
convenience.

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION: BIOMETRIC CERTIFICATION “PAY-BY-TOUCH”
When we think about the future of cash, it
is worth mentioning a cashless payment
system that has gained in significance in
recent years: a technological innovation in
the form of biometric authentication of
payment. It is based on automatic identification of a person based on physical attributes (fingerprints, palm structure, iris
pattern, etc.) and behavioural characteristics (hand-writing, voice structure, etc.).
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The most common biometric payment
method is the fingerprint payment. Often
two-factor authentication is applied where
a Personal Identification Number (PIN)
code needs to be entered as well as finger
scanning to authorise a transaction [Search
Security: Biometric Payment (2013)].
The biometric authentication system as
an alternative payment system brings many
benefits. It raises the level of security by
adding an extra authentication factor “something that you are” that can be added
to the “something that you know” (PIN
code) and “something that you have”
(smart card). This minimises the possibility of misuse. Research shows that users
generally trust identification using their
physical
attributes
more
than
password-based identification. Use of
biometric authentication as a payment
instrument also represents an advantage
for merchants, since it results in lower costs
for payment transactions compared to
payment cards [Biometric Payments,
Morpho (2013)]. Critics of biometric
authentication are concerned that through
the adoption of this system various governmental institutions could access data on
payments by individuals that are private in
nature. It should be noted that the biometric payment system (like any system that
accesses sensitive information) is only as
safe as the databases and transactions
associated with it.
One question that arises is whether such
a payment system represents competition
for cash or cashless operations and why its
availability is not more widespread if it is in
fact appropriate? Is this due to biometric
payment systems being too expensive, risky
and an invasion of privacy, or is it due to
the slow spread of payment innovations
and persistence of payment habits, or both?

CONCLUSION
Money was never a silent and passive
instrument, and never “stuck” for long at
one place or in the same hands. Cash is a
form of money which allows to settle a
liability immediately and definitively and
is therefore inherently absolutely liquid.
Cash payment is simple, since the payer
hands over a banknote (or coin) to the
payment recipient, thus completing the
transaction. Given the cash in circulation
trends, the two authors believe that we are
no closer to a completely cashless society,
indeed this scenario is actually becoming
increasingly remote.

The future is always somewhat uncertain and the future of cash is definitely no
exception. There is a trend towards substituting cash with alternative payment
instruments, but it should be noted that
this is not a self-propelling process, since
each consumer decides how he or she
wishes to settle financial liabilities. However, we must take into account the conservative nature of many consumers in terms of
their payment habits. All this leads us to
believe that cash will remain a prominent
payment instrument in the future. Nevertheless, numerous advantages of other
payment
instruments
cannot
be
overlooked.
Recently a number of studies have been
carried out that have tried to answer the
question of the future of cash. The authors
of these studies find that competition
between cash and cashless payment is
becoming stronger, which is also reflected
in the increased frequency of payment card
use, electronic payment, mobile payment,
etc. However, they believe that cash will
remain an effective and appropriate mechanism for doing business in the future. In
order for cash (particularly banknotes) to
remain as useful in the future as it is today,
it is necessary to ensure its simple and
low-cost availability and usage for individuals. We believe that this issue will be
decided by consumers, as the most prominent point of reference in this case. They
will determine the volume of cash they
wish to hold.
1. The usage of digital money in the form of Bitcoins
was one of the most recent attempts to replace cash.
2. AGIS Consulting (Boissonas Eric, Jean-Yves
Ray, Christopher George), (2012). The Future of
Cash, p. 6, 7, 10, 16, 19, 20, 34, 35, 41-43. [URL:
http://www.agis-consulting.com/documents/AGIS-Consulting-Future-of-cash-2012.pdf ].
3. Priority use of cash when natural disasters occur
(e.g. tsunami in Japan) or when a financial crisis
develops (e.g. Cyprus).
4. See for example Stix, Schmidt and Kalckreuth
(2011). Using cash to monitor liquidity - implications for payments, currency demand and
withdrawal behavior, ECB Working Paper No.
1385.
5. Also transactions demand, see Baumol-Tobin
model.
6. For some estimates on the amounts of grey
economy see for example Schneider: Size and
Development of the Shadow Economy of 31 European and 5 other OECD Countries from 2003 to
2013: A Further Decline, 2013.
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With the banking industry still
on the road to restoring trust,
BOB SOUSTER examines the highly-charged issue of business conduct

By Lisa Drysdale
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More and more businesses are
harnessing social media to drive
customer growth strategies.
Lisa Drysdale examines the
financial services brands making
an impact with the channel
and leading the way for the rest
of the industry.
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“I think there is a world market for maybe five computers.”
Thomas Watson, IBM, 1943
“Computers in the future may weigh no more than 1.5 tons.”
Popular Mechanics, 1949
“There is no reason anyone would want a computer in their home.”
Ken Olsen, Digital Equipment Corporation, 1977
“The Internet is a fad.” Clifford Stoll, 1995
“Next Christmas the iPod will be dead, finished, gone, kaput.”
Sir Alan Sugar, 2005
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Personal & Professional Development

By Bob Souster

With the banking industry still
on the road to restoring trust,
BOB SOUSTER examines the highly-charged issue of business conduct.
THE CHALLENGE
om is a retail operations manager
working for ZYX Bank plc, and
heads a team of customer
relationship managers across 25 branches.
Their role is to develop new business and
maintain lasting customer relations.
In recent months, Tom has come under
some pressure from his general manager
because his team has under-performed
against targets set by head office as well as
in comparison with teams in other regions.
In the last month, two of Tom’s customer relationship managers have left the bank
to pursue other business interests, and he has
decided to recruit replacements who will
adopt a more pro-active, and perhaps more
aggressive, style when working with customers. He feels that this is the quickest way to
address the disparity in performance
between his team and those working for his
peers. Tom has considerable discretion in
recruiting and selecting new managers,
including setting the rewards offered to
them, provided these remain broadly within
limits set by senior management.
Unusually, two external applicants
work for a subsidiary of the bank’s
parent organisation – within a consumer
finance company that offers personal

loans for home improvements, cars,
holidays and debt consolidation purposes. The applicants stood out from others
at the first interviews, and displayed
ambition, positive attitudes and a willingness to take on the new challenges
offered. Both came across as extremely
extrovert and even aggressive, with
strong opinions on how business should
be done. When comparing them with
other candidates, Tom instinctively
considered these two to be those most
likely to help him achieve his own targets.
However, he also knew that the company
for which they currently worked “sailed
close to the wind” in relation to compliance
with selling standards, and had on
occasions been subject to intervention
by the regulator in respect of treating
customers fairly. The interviewees
brushed these concerns aside, taking the
view that financial services products are
sold, not bought, and that customers
often needed to be told what was best for
them.

“The applicants stood out from
others at the first interviews, and
displayed ambition, positive
attitudes and a willingness to take
on the new challenges offered.”

Tom was faced with a dilemma, in that
the two candidates who stood out were
culturally very different in attitudes and
behaviours to his own colleagues in ZYX
Bank plc. Just as the bank empowered
Tom to use discretion in doing his own
job, in turn the bank permitted customer
relationship managers considerable
freedom in developing their own contacts in
the way that best suited their personalities.
An added concern was that both
applicants sought salaries at the very top
end of the grades offered by ZYX Bank
plc. Tom knew that the best prospect of
achieving his own targets was to employ
these individuals, but at the same time he
worried that their attitudes to business in
general, and their embedded views on
customer relationships, could come at a
high price financially through high
salaries, and with some danger of
adversely affecting the standards currently adopted in ZYX Bank plc. Either way,
Tom had to act now and was mindful that
his own position would be at risk if he
could not turn around the performance
of his team very quickly.
What are the ethical threats arising
from Tom’s dilemma, and how should
he act?
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THE ANALYSIS
The scenario concerns business
conduct, and also organisational culture.
Both have crucial relevance to ethical
standards in banking.
Business conduct is firmly in the
spotlight, and it is significant that one of
the earliest initiatives of the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA), when
established in 2013, was to address
conduct risk in the context of financial
services providers meeting their
obligations to treat customers fairly.
Financial services providers occupy many
diverse markets in which their approaches
to business development and the ways in
which customers are treated vary widely.
Historically, the market for consumer
finance has been highly competitive and
in some cases much more aggressive than
the world of retail banking. This is not to
say that consumer finance organisations
are “bad” and banks are “good”; the
competitive environment is entirely
different, and it is no coincidence that
retail banks that offer consumer finance
often do so through subsidiaries that
operate quite autonomously within the
marketing group. It should not be
surprising to Tom that those who are
expected to sell financing packages to car
dealerships, or negotiate with repossessions
companies, or set up debt consolidation
contracts with heavily-indebted borrowers,
will have a totally different approach to
their business than customer relationship
managers in a retail bank.
One theoretical model that explores
how these cultural dimensions apply to
different organisations is that proposed
by Deal and Kennedy. Their model,
published in 1982, considered two

dimensions of organisational culture: the
risk involved in making a poor decision
and the time it takes to discover whether
the decision was right or wrong. The
world of consumer finance belongs to
the typology that Deal and Kennedy refer
to as “tough guy, macho”… decisions are
high risk, and there is quite rapid
feedback on whether the decision paid
off or not. This is one reason why
ineffective business developers are
unlikely to last long if they cannot meet
their targets. If risk is high and feedback
is slower, this can give rise to a “bet your
company” outcome, as the company will
sit on risks that remain inert for some
time. By contrast, retail banking
conforms rather more to lower risk (due
to parameters set by centralised decision
makers) and longer feedback horizons, a
typology dubbed by Deal and Kennedy as
“process”. This being the case, Tom
should have expected some fundamental
differences in approaches to business from
the two applicants. It is no coincidence
that it was Deal and Kennedy who first
defined organisational culture as “the way
things get done around here”.
Tom has no short-term formula
through which he can judge whether the
applicants will be truly suitable customer
relationship managers in ZYX Bank plc.
He knows that they offer the best
prospect of improving his own team’s
performance, and ultimately of keeping
his own job. But will these new personnel
be prepared to take on board and
maintain the standards expected of
them? Much would depend on factors
such as induction, training, how values
are reinforced and maintained and so on.
Some of these factors would be within

Historically, the market for
consumer finance has been highly
competitive and in some cases much
more aggressive than the world of
retail banking.”
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Tom’s influence, while others would not.
In this case, the risk is exacerbated by the
decentralised approach of ZYX Bank plc
and the freedoms afforded to its managers.
The most basic definition of ethics is
the study of right and wrong. Tom’s duty
is to do what is best for the bank, not for
himself. If he is confident that the
standards expected of his new colleagues
will be aligned to the expectations of the
bank, he may go ahead and recruit these
candidates. If he feels that they cannot
handle the cultural shift necessary
without compromising the bank’s values,
he may discover belatedly that he has
done irreparable damage to both bank
and customers. And they will have paid
more for the privilege through the higher
salaries demanded and offered.
The candidates were right to the
extent that financial products are sold,
not bought. However, customers usually
find this out for themselves only when it
is too late, and the reputation that has
taken years to build has been sacrificed in
a moment.
This article was first published in Chartered Banker,
the magazine of the Chartered Banker Institute
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IBP News Corner

DR.ISHRAT
HUSAIN:
Dean & Director IBA,
Former Governor
State Bank of Pakistan

an interview by IBP representatives

There is no substitute for hard work. You
have to be honest, sincere and committed to whatever you are doing in life. It is
easier to prescribe a healthy balance
between career, family, social life and
community service but it is difficult to
accomplish this in practice.
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Humor and Quotes

Views on Bankers
on a Lighter Side

A bank is a place that will
lend you money if you can
prove that you don't
need it. Bob Hope
That's the policy
A customer moves away from a bank
window, counts his change, and then
goes back and says to the cashier,
"Hey, you gave me the wrong change!"
"Sir, you stepped away from the
counter," said the cashier. "We don't
make corrections after you leave.
There's nothing I can do about it now.
That's the policy of this bank."
"Well, ok," answered the customer.
"Just thought you'd like to know that
you gave me an extra twenty. Bye."

The thought manifests as the word;
The word manifests as the deed;
The deed develops into habit;
And habit hardens into character;
So watch the thought and its ways
with care,And let it spring from love
Born out of concern for all beings.

Buddha

I don't count my sit-ups; I only start counting when it starts hurting because
they’re the only ones that count. - Muhammad Ali
The world is a dangerous place to live; not because of the people who are evil, but
because of the people who don't do anything about it. - Albert Einstein
"I'm bored" is a useless thing to say. I mean, you live in a great, big, vast world that
you've seen none percent of. Even the inside of your own mind is endless; it goes on
forever, inwardly, do you understand? The fact that you're alive is amazing, so you
don't get to say 'I'm bored.' - Louis CK
Elegance is achieved when all that is superfluous has been discarded and the human
being discovers simplicity and concentration: the simpler and more sober the posture,
the more beautiful it will be. --Paulo Coelho
A society grows great when old men plant trees whose shade they know they shall
never sit in. Anonymous
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